
The County Retreat
Building a Brighter future

www.pathfinderhomes.co.uk
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Pathfinder hOMeS 
Cavalier road, heathfield, newton abbot, devon tQ12 6tu

telephone: 01626 833 799  email: sales@pathfinderhomes.co.uk  

www.pathfinderhomes.co.uk

DISCLAIMER - Due to our policy of continual improvement occasional changes to specification and layout may occur.  The photographs shown in this brochure are for illustrative purposes 
only and are not intended to form part of a contractual agreement.  Interior design images act as a guide only and interiors may vary from those shown.  Some photographs may include 
optional upgrades. To avoid confusion or disappointment please discuss your precise requirements with a member of our sales team by calling 01626 833 799 - they are there to help you.
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Available sizes
42’ x 22’ - 2 Bedroom

45 x 22’ - 2 Bedroom

46’ x 22’ - 2 Bedroom

50’ x 22’ - 2/3 bed

Custom sizes and layouts can be designed on request.

Room dimensions (l x W)
Based on a 40’ x 20’ - 2 bedroom model

Lounge:  11’5’’x15’5’’

Dining Area:  10’4’’x7’6’’

Kitchen:  13’10’’ x 10’4’’

Bathroom:  7’3’’x6’7’’

Bedroom 2:  10’4’’ x 9’4’’

Bedroom 1:  14’7’’ x 11’7’’

Closet Dressing Area:  8’5’’ x 6’

Decking:  8’11’’ x 5’8’’

All dimensions are approximate.

The County Retreat 
internal layout 

Designed by Intuition. Architecturally Brilliant

The County Retreat brings together notes of  
romance, charm, contemporary objects and 
selected pieces of  vintage and modern furniture, 
in a casually luxurious scheme unified by a palette 
of  gentle tones. The perfect blend of  elegance and 
splendour.

Brickwork and wood being key elements, it is 
highlighted by dark accents and wood mingled with 
vintage crushed velvet and luxurious but sensible 
window dressing, which complement an organic 
industrial style.

The Kitchen sits at a lower level to the rest of  the 
home creating a sense of  ‘Difference‘. With hints of  
refined character and beauty suggested throughout 
the home giving it a high quality feel between a 
Rustic Farmhouse and an English Country Home. 
With black kitchen units, solid oak worktops and 
yellow stone brickwork, the kitchen and breakfast 
bar are an incredible showpiece of  stunning design 
that flows up the stairs forming an open plan 
connection blurring the distinction between spaces 
and uses.

An alternative option to have a lowered living area 
which will transform into a snug lounge is available 
and can completely change the atmosphere of  the 
Retreat but still keep the same character and theme 
throughout.

The lounge is comfortable and luxurious with 
beautiful hand-picked pieces of  furniture with a 
large sink in sofa in the softest of  fabrics and for 
the finishing touch an abundance of  cushions, 
selected to capture the heart whilst taking in the 
ever changing view beyond the fully glazed sliding 
door. 

Set off  from the grand hallway, the bathroom, 
similarly to the Ensuite, is seriously decedent and 
rich, complementing the total luxury and creating a 
sense of  intimacy. They both have dark mirror finish 
tiles that flow from floor up the walls developing 
a spa feel and the mood for romantic candle lit 
pampering. 

The master bedroom, like the rest of  the home, 
draws upon a colour palette of  natural wood, 
creamy milk, and taupe with dark accent earthy 
tones bringing warmth and comfort with the 
sophistication of  a country manor. The solid 
antique black kingsize bed with oak finished 
bedstead sits proudly in the middle of  the 
luxurious bedroom area. It is spacious with plenty 
of  storage some of  it built in, some selected pieces 
to please the senses, all hidden behind beautiful 
wooden double doors leading into a walk in closet/
dressing area, in essence a must have space.

Coupled with revolutionary concepts, the new 
Pathfinder lodge is set to raise the standard and 
design in holiday homes!

Lower lounge option available
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